The kind of precise and group looking that VTS facilitates, also
allows space to think about the social and political history
of these practices of looking, and how they have contributed
to racialization, stereotypes, gender bias, and stigma. When
you describe the subject of a portrait as “healthy,” “lonely,”
or “sinister,” what is it that you see that makes you say that?
Also, what artistic conventions has the artist adopted or
undermined? How do these practices change over time?

Finally, end your tour by
taking in Mark Lewis’ Canada
(2017), on the first floor.
Through several short films,
Lewis asks us to consider and
reconsider the story(ies) of
Canada, and also stories and
history that have been erased.
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 TAKE
YOUR OWN
#SelfieREFLECT
FOR

#OPOP2017
1. Take a (selfie) picture of
yourself with your favourite
artwork from the tour.
Room 130–132
Mark Lewis
Canada (2017)

 Who gets to tell stories?
 What is the story of outreach?

Alexander Henderson. Montreal, near Harbour, April 1874. Ice In Spring, 1870.
Stereographs: albumen prints. Level 1, room 128–129.

Some examples of artistic conventions in this
selection include:

 What do we tell ourselves
about the work we do, the
communities we serve,
our patients?

2. Give it a caption that
summarizes your reflection.
3. Send your picture with
caption by email to
Denise.Canso@camh.ca or
Allison.Crawford@utoronto.ca

or Tweet it with the hashtags
#SelfieREFLECT and
#OPOP2017 to @OPOP_PEPO

 How did this artwork make
you reflect on outreach,
healthcare, or the north?

 Is the subject of the portrait facing
us? Meeting our gaze?
 How much of the subject do we see?

The Ontario Psychiatric Outreach Program (OPOP) and Northern Psychiatric
Outreach Program at CAMH (NPOP-C) are pleased to co-host this year’s event!

 Does the artist use realism? Symbolism? to
depict his/ her ideas? What difference does


this make?

For information on Visual Thinking Strategies see:

What is included in a landscape? What is excluded?



https://vtshome.org/



The New York Times VTS series
https://nytimes.com/column/learning-whats-going-on-in-this-picture/

 Where is this art hung or presented? What is
presented beside it? What would your
experience of looking be if it was outside? In a
church? In a doctor’s office?

 VTS in medicine
Klugman CM, Peel J, Beckmann-Mendez D. Art Rounds: Teaching interprofessional students
visual thinking strategies at one school. Acad Med. 2011 Oct;86(10):1266-71. doi: 10.1097/
ACM.0b013e31822c1427.

Outreach with
HeART

Arts-based approaches to
health in the outreach context
Self-guided tour of Northern
Canadian and Indigenous art
at the Art Gallery of Ontario
#OPOP2017 & @OPOP_PEPO

l

Let The Tour Begin!
Thanks for joining us on this self-guided
tour of Northern Canadian and Indigenous
art at the Art Gallery of Ontario, as
part of Outreach with HeART.
As you make your way through the gallery, perhaps
you can also think as you walk, look, and reflect,
of all of the people engaged in outreach– patients,
consultants, students, family members, and other
stakeholders. Imagine yourself as part of a group
looking together. What would you say to each
other about each of the works on this tour?



What is going on in this picture
(painting, sculpture, photo…)?




What do you see that makes you say that?
What more can you find?

These questions are drawn from a method known as
Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS). This approach
fosters close looking, flexible thinking,
careful listening, and collaboration.

VTS also provides us as a group with an opportunity to
think about the close connection between medicine,
seeing, and representation. In healthcare, we have
been trained to think of observation as an objective,
clinical skill; think of the mental status exam, the
physical exam, pathology slides, etc. And yet, do we
receive training on how to look, or how to accurately
describe what we see? As you go through the suggested
paintings, ask yourself these questions above. Challenge
yourself to answer “what do you see that makes you
say that?” and to find the visual evidence for your
narratives about the art in the details of the work.
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Room 212

Room 204

Room 209

Room 210

Room 218

David Milne
Light In A Dark Room
1915

Frederick A. Verner
Indian Chief
1871

F. H. Varley
The Immigrants
c. 1922

F. H. Varley
Summer in the Arctic
c. 1939

Lawren Harris
Baffin Island
Mountains
c. 1931

8

7

In a course that we run for healthcare students
at the Art Gallery of Ontario we ask them the
following questions in front of each artwork:

3

2

1

10
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Room 228

Room 208

Room 232

Jack Chambers
Portrait of Marion
and Ross Woodman
1961

William Kurelek
Reminiscences of Youth
1968

Yvonne McKague
Housser
[Veronica?]
1933
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Bonnie Devine
Battle For The
Woodlands
2014–2015

Room 402

PA System
Embassy of
Imagination
2017

If you have time, view the Crystal Palace Exhibit
and Photography on Level 1

Rosalie Favell
From an Early Age–
Revisited
2015-2016

Alex Colville
Soldier and Girl
at Station
1953
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Room 232
Norval Morrisseau
Man Changing Into
Thunderbird, 1977
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Room 410

Room 233

11

Room 206

Room 226

Room 225

Carl Beam
Small Fates
1989

Christi Belcourt
The Wisdom Of
The Universe
2014
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Room 405
Topher Kong
Yours/Your Father’s/
Your Mother’s
2017

Room 401
Meryl McMaster
Edge of A Moment
2017

Check off your favourite piece on this tour
and share your #SelfieREFLECT (instructions
on the back)

Similarities & Differences
&

&

We get a sense of these conventions and how they change over time by looking
at works alongside each other. How does looking at these works together
change your perceptions? Your story of “what is going on” in the picture?

&

&

